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Social intranet software is an easy-to-use application that includes
social technology, multimedia creation and collaboration capabilities,
robust search, and more. You can utilize it to create a communication
hub that can be effortlessly accessed to get tasks done. Conventional
legacy intranets do not have social features such as profiles,
comments, and the ability to share digital content.
A social intranet facilitates two-way communication. You can use it to
publish company news and announcements, and users can share
their opinions and comments on them. This improves user
engagement and encourages them to contribute to the enterprise. In
addition, employees can directly communicate with one another. This
opens avenues for general collaboration, knowledge sharing, and
project management. Users can also post and share their personal
content on the system.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case
studies, success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Social Intranet Software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT IGLOO SOFTWARE

Igloo Software is a web-based
platform for collaborating at work.

Igloo immediately became a helpful partner, providing project
resources, consultation, knowledge guides, and training on how to
architect, build, design, and launch a new digital workplace.
ANNA THOMPSON
EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST, ANAPLAN

It's a digital workplace that enables
you to share files, find answers,
solve problems, locate information
and expertise and tap into the
collective knowledge of your
customers, partners and peers,
virtually anywhere. Igloo is a

Since we implemented it in 2016, our Igloo intranet – named ’Partners Pulse’
internally – has become part of the fabric of who we are. It has grown organically into
the go-to destination for corporate updates and project collaboration.
RICH COPP
VICE PRESIDENT OF COMMUNICATIONS, PARTNERS HEALTHCARE

natural evolution for the way they
work. And it makes them much
more efficient, not by replacing the
productivity tools they use today,
but by optimizing the flow of
information between people.

Since we operate in so many countries, we also love Igloo's multilingual
capabilities. It's awesome that users can select their language of choice,
and translate their content on the fly.
ANNE PATTERSON
COMMUNITY MANAGER, DIGITAL OPPORTUNITY TRUST

I loved everything about Igloo. The way you can easily create spaces,
pages, and content make using Igloo is so simple.
ASHER PRIMROSE
HR DIRECTOR, ALLIED HEALTH MEDIA
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ABOUT INTERACT SOFTWARE

Interact Intranet has made it very easy for me to add new content areas and to add
information to those areas. The whole process is now very quick and simple, which means I can
focus on more strategic tasks such as driving adoption and supporting users effectively.
IAN BENNETT
CONTENT ADMINISTRATOR, DWF

Interact is a global enterprise
software company that serves
intranet software to over one
million users across more than 850
organizations. They specialize in
solving internal communication
and collaboration challenges by

Interact offered all the collaboration and knowledge-sharing features we needed out of the box.
There was no need for custom development work or add-ons, which made Interact the clear
choice for us. We needed to create a single, organization-wide identity to bring teams together,
and Interact has helped hugely with that.
SANDRA ROLDAN
INTRANET SPECIALIST, INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

combining their sophisticated
intranet software with outstanding
professional services, focusing on
developing long-term strategic
partnerships with their customers.

Interact’s intelligent intranet enables us to ensure communications are seen by all our
people wherever they are, tailoring content to audiences to keep it relevant,
informative and engaging, as we strive to make betting and gaming better for all our
customers.
JOEL TURNER
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT MANAGER, SKY BET

Interact has enabled us to get information out quickly to all of our employees across the country. It’s also
helped me personally get to know our employees so much better. I can see their faces, learn about their
interests and hobbies, see their work accomplishments, and overall feel so much more connected to our
workforce. Our company may be 4,000-strong, but I feel like we are one, big family, in large part because of
this Intranet.
RICHARD ZUSCHLAG
CHAIRMAN & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ACADIAN AMBULANCE
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ABOUT JIVE SOFTWARE

With Jive you get the best of both worlds: the industry-leading collaboration platform, plus the
ability to integrate all the other tools, products and services that you need. It's a single platform
through which I can deliver a ubiquitous experience to make our employees more productive.
TONY MCGIVERN
CIO, FICO

Jive (Nasdaq: JIVE) is the
communication and collaboration
platform for modern, mobile
business. Recognized as a leader in
social business by the industry's
top analyst firms, Jive's
cloud-based platform connects

Jive has made a real difference at our company in a very short period of time. People
feel more connected to each other. People feel like they have a voice to bring up their
ideas, to respond to others. Jive isn’t just platform to read, it’s a platform to be
involved.
AUGUSTE GOLDMAN
CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER, GODADDY

employees, customers and
partners, transforming the way
work gets done and unleashing
productivity, creativity, and
innovation for millions of people in
the world's largest businesses.

I really like Jive’s responsive mobile capabilities. I don’t have to be in an
office to use it. I could be in a car, I can be on the beach, and I’m still
informed and connected.
MARK SATTERFIELD
VICE PRESIDENT OF TECHNOLOGY, COX AUTOMOTIVE

I think Jive is the gold standard support platform. It connects people with questions to people
with answers, makes content very easy to find, and gives us the ability to customize the layout
without having to be web developers. Our whole Jive relationship has turned into a template for
how to run a successful project.
MATT NEVILL
SUPPORT COMMUNITY MANAGER, ADTRAN

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT JOSTLE CORPORATION

Jostle has helped us replace an outdated, inflexible intranet system with one that's easy to use
and doesn’t require the help of our IT team to add or manage content, which saves time and
allows us to post regularly. We use our new intranet to communicate everything from funny
campaigns to critical topics.
JEFF HART
PRESIDENT, MIKE ALBERT FLEET SOLUTIONS

At Jostle we believe organizations
should feel less complex.
Employees should find it easy to
plug in and do great work. So we
designed an intranet that helps fix
complexity instead of adding to it.
Now work life is simpler. People
can actually connect, align, and

We needed more than a ‘go-to’ place for important documents. The Jostle intranet functions as
our employee newsletter, employee directory, and accountability chart. It’s also a great place to
recognize and connect coworkers—not only individuals in the office, but also our field staff
located all across the US.
JASON MORTVEDT
MARKETING DIRECTOR, KINZLER

find information. Since 2009, we’ve
helped over 1000 organizations
worldwide seriously unleash their
potential and help their employees
thrive. Measured across our
customers, we achieve employee
participation rates over

We quickly saw that it would be a paradigm shift with our Jostle intranet. It provided a platform
that was completely different than anything our staff had experienced. It did indeed have the
robust search we needed. It also provided the opportunity to see how people in the
organization are connected and to be able to have discussions.
SHELLEY GOECKE
MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR, MCFARLAND CLINIC

85%—that’s 5X industry norms.

The Jostle platform has played a vital role in improving communication across Pure. We're based across
four offices, and it has been challenging in the past to keep all staff in the loop regarding company news,
notices, and updates - but we now have a central “go to” place for all staff to access at anytime, even on the
go with the Jostle app. It has allowed us to share and celebrate successes, and encourage team work.
KATHERINE BELL
BRAND AMBASSADOR, PURE RESOURCING SOLUTIONS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT SIMPPLR

Simplr is helping us to make our company intranet a genuinely engaging experience. It is very
easy to use and we're getting great feedback internally. It's giving us the opportunity to create
genuine online communities across the business and has proven to be very flexible. Looking
forward to their March release when we're going to get some great new functionality.
SAM HODLIN
EUROSTAR

Simpplr is a social intranet that
helps you improve employee
communication and engagement.
Simpplr connects employees
across departments, locations and
time zones. From company news
to project updates, Simpplr
streamlines the information

After pursuing several intranet options, from building our own- to hiring Salesforce developers, we finally
found Simpplr and have been extremely happy.The interface is sleek and incredibly user friendly, and
content is easy to search and manage. Additionally, users can choose what they want to follow to ensure
they are receiving the most relevant information. This product is already so great I can't wait to see what
they have in store to make it better.
MEGAN ANDERSON
THIRD ROCK VENTURES

employees need to stay in the
know and get their work done.
Simpplr simplifies companywide
collaboration, promoting
participation at all levels of the
organization. As a result,
employees are well informed,
better engaged and more

Future State’s highly distributed workforce requires effective communication across our team.
Simpplr’s easy-to-use and visual digital workplace platform has enabled us to significantly
increase our communications efficiency and empower our employees to connect with each
other.
KATHY KRUMPE
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, FUTURE STATE

productive.

We positioned the intranet as the single source of truth for company
news and information for employees. It provides employees a central
location without having communication that gets lost on other portals.
ANGELA VOLFER
COMMUNICATION SENIOR LEADER, XILINX

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT UNILY

Unily’s platform is completely independent from other applications, which
means configuration and customization is un-restricted to meet configuration
and integration needs. As such, Fortnum were able to easily integrate their
CRM Insightly, a key business tool for every practice.
FORTNUM PRIVATE WEALTH

Unily is the award-winning
employee experience platform, at
the heart of your digital workplace,
that powers better work for
everyone. Across the enterprise,
wherever people are and whatever
they do, we connect and unite
them, their productivity
applications and the knowledge

We look forward to our continued partnership with the Unily team. There are
definitely amazing things on the horizon for this solution and we are excited
to be a part of this journey and to see our intranet solution grow with it.
ADRIAN GAGALA
TEAM LEADER COLLABORATION & HR SYSTEMS, GROUP IT, DORMAKABA

they need and want, together in a
central, meaningful, digital
experience.

Since the launch, there has been a measurable increase in intranet
traffic and staff members from all over the business have been
consuming content they didn’t have access to before.
TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR FOOTBALL CLUB

Unily Intranet has enabled Wiggle to collaborate across the business, both at a project level as
well as an organisation level. Unily has proven to be intuitive for users, and with the ability to
customise as relevant, we’ve been able to use the tool effectively and look at ways to further
enhance the use of Unily within Wiggle.
REBECCA WHITE
HEAD OF DELIVERY, WIGGLE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT AXERO

5,000,000+ users. Intranet
software that unifies teams and

Communifire has all the features I want, and the user experience is easy
to tailor. I like being able to jump in and make the Home page our own
to organize and display high-priority content like event photos.
COLTON LEONARD
CHIEF CULTURE OFFICER, NUTRABOLT

accelerates growth. Increase
productivity. Unite employees.
Improve culture. We know the
process of implementing a new
intranet can be daunting, so Axero
makes it easy. 1) We Plan 2) We
Build 3) You Thrive. Axero is
trusted by some of the world's

Communifire is fast. Really fast. It’s nice to be able to just go in there and have
the page pop up, especially when you compare it to something like
WordPress. The forums are responsive and search spans across everything.
MIKE TABER
CO-OWNER, MICROPRENEUR ACADEMY

most thriving companies, 99% of
which are still actively using the
platform after 5 years. Contact us
today for a free consultation.

Communifire is used as our corporate intranet across our whole organization. It has improved
communication between our main office and retail stores, as well as within each store. Better
communication. Faster, more consistent on-boarding. Excellent support.
TERESA MILLER
PRESIDENT, TREATS UNLEASHED

One thing I love about Communifire is that it combines all of the communication and customer
tools we need into one unified platform. Our employees rarely use email to contact each other
anymore and our customers actually prefer to contact us through through the platform. It’s a
well thought out piece of software.
JOHN FIKE
PRESIDENT, WHEATGRASSLOVE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GREENORBIT

Dare to seek a better intranet.
You’re not distracted by the flashy

The biggest benefit we have achieved is access to documents that are up to
date. We’ve also achieved different ways to communicate information and
GreenOrbit has allowed us to be more innovative in the way that we operate.
MELANIE FISHER
PEOPLE & CULTURE ADVISOR, BENSON RADIOLOGY

integrators with their shallow
functionality. No, you want to
equip employees and empower
content creators with the right
tools. Discover the intranet that
provides everything you need, built

GreenOrbit enables staff to connect like never before through strong
sharing of skillsets, interests & areas of expertise.
CARTER THERMAL INDUSTRIES(CTI)

in. GreenOrbit enables you to drive
efficiency, foster collaboration, and
create an intranet experience that
works for your culture and brand.

One of the key benefits of GreenOrbit that we enjoy is the ability to use
Online Forms. We use forms for various things, like new hires and
vacation requests. It really, really simplifies our lives.
WAYNE KUZEK
IT MANAGER, COAST APPLIANCES

I love the news feature, its so easy to use and I use it in many different
ways. The Lowes intranet homepage has set the expectation of being
the place to go for news — it is updated daily, it is the central place.
ANGELA RO
HUMAN RESOURCES COORDINATOR, LOWES MANHATTAN PTY LTD

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HAPPEO

Happeo combines a digital

Since Happeo is an easy tool to learn and use, it has made updating
content a lot easier and faster - and that is of course very important
when we all struggle with the different tasks we have at our hands.
TAINA SAARIKOSKI
MANAGER INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS, TRIMBLE

workplace and collaboration
platform with a social intranet. By
unifying a company's digital toolset
into one integrated ecosystem, it
minimizes distraction and breaks
down information silos. Large
enterprises and growing
organizations like BMW, Givaudan,

With Happeo, it was very easy for us to communicate with our remote
employees, especially during a crisis. More importantly, [we] have a central
location for employees to ask questions and collaborate in one place.
KYLE ANDERSON
AVP MARKETING & COMMUNICATION, STATE AUTO INSURANCE COMPANY

and Randstad Sourceright use
Happeo to revolutionize their
Internal Communications, leading
to a more engaged and productive
workforce. In 2017, Happeo was
recognized as one of Europe's
most promising startups by the
European Union. In 2019, The Next

We’re not shying away from the challenges that come with this kind of information channel.
Happeo’s company news stream will provide a genuinely interactive forum where our
employees can respond honestly to company-wide initiatives and news, share their thoughts,
and connect with colleagues from across the business.
OREN NADJAR
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, GROUPE CHANTELLE

Web and Adyen named Happeo
one of Europe's hottest scale-ups.
Happeo continues to grow 280%
year on year.

We chose Happeo because it was the only system that combines static intranet functionality,
with essential collaboration features, social networking and the targeted distribution of news
into one solution. The platform matched our vision of a digital workplace.
ANNA TOLLEY
GLOBAL INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER, RANDSTAD SOURCERIGHT

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HONEY.IS

Honey is our main internal comms vehicle so it’s a critical component
for how we share communication about the company, culture, etc.
DAWN MARINACCI
MARKETING DIRECTOR, OLOGIE

Honey.is is a simple and beautiful
intranet that can be live at your
company in under 24 hours. It is
an enterprise social network that
improves information sharing in
the workplace. It’s a beautiful
intranet that people actually want

We’ve been able to hear from our members, surface questions and
feedback, and see diverse and high quality content and information
that’s shared across the community.
JESSICA LIN
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY, WORK-BENCH

to use to discover, discuss and
archive information that matters.
The responsive design ensures
that the site looks just as great on
mobile devices as it does on the
web.

Honey's a great way for me to have an open door policy and be
accessible to everybody at the company. It's an easy way for people to
feel like they're part of the company and part of the culture right away.
AARON SHAPIRO
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, HUGE

Honey is a great platform that allows us to combine different visual communication
formats in one post. For example, we often include a combination of text, video,
charts and Prezi presentations in a way that is easy to digest for all.
ANDI NARA
DIRECTOR OF PROGRAM MANAGEMENT, PREZI
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ABOUT IC THRIVE

I finally have what I want and what the company needs for our social intranet: a modern,
user-friendly, intuitive site. None of our intranet re-design would have been possible were it not
for the efforts put forth by IC's Customer Experience Team. These guys rock, and I would give
them a 10 out of 10 on every scale.
KATY FISK
HR MANAGER, TRINTECH

IC Thrive is a leading provider of
simple intranet software that helps
you connect, collaborate & create
to improve productivity, streamline
employee communications and
facilitate seamless collaboration
yielding significant time-cost

Intranet Connections has significantly boosted our employee engagement levels while helping us inform
and align our entire team with our strategic company vision. Through utilizing Intranet Connection’s
corporate social networking and communication tools we have increased participation and involvement
within the corporation tenfold, making our organization a more cohesive collective of workers.
ABEL RODRIGUEZ
RED TAG VACATIONS

savings. They have thrived in the
competitive industry of intranet
software for more than 15 years
because of the core principles their
company was founded upon:
simplicity, positivity, integrity,
creativity, empathy and diversity.
IC strives to embody these values

Most intranet products are based on subscription packages and per-user fees. You’ll find the
more you want to add to your intranet, the more it will cost. This is not the case with Intranet
Connections. It was quick to customize the intranet to fit the needs of our organization,
including SQL integration, Active Directory, department sites and robust document storage.
MICHAEL WEISERT
WHITLOCK GROUP BROADCAST & PRESENTATION SOLUTIONS

in every avenue of their customer’s
experience.
Our intranet started as a location for storing order sheets for nurses and doctors and has now become the
central hub for staff to find people and information. Departments are really embracing their sites and they
contribute and support these areas themselves. Our vision is for a tool that our users can quickly find the
information they need to assist them with their day to day tasks.
REGINA ROLLINS
MORTON HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT MANGOAPPS

MangoApps is the hub of any

The feature I enjoy the most is the ability to make an announcement that would go
out company-wide, or elect a group that you want to target your message to and
really then just create the content that will meet the needs of that audience.
CHRISTINE GOLDSMITH
DIRECTOR OF LEARNING DEVELOPMENT, KELLY-MOORE PAINTS

digital workplace. It is the central
location employees go to for fast
and seamless access to all the tools
they need every day to share,
communicate, collaborate, find &
learn. MangoApps provides core
new tools like enterprise social
networking, modern Intranet, team

[I] like the fact that it combines file sharing, intranet pages, knowledge
sharing, project management, [and] discussion groups wrapped in
communication all in one app.
BRAD EHLERT
CONTROLLER/IT DIRECTOR, BURNHAM HOLDINGS

collaboration & employee
engagement software while
integrating with existing enterprise
systems so employees have access
to everything they need in one
place.

Access from phone and tablet, as well as computer. Sharing tasks and to-dos with co-workers.
Forming groups to work with clients. We are evaluating it for our company, and it is holding up
very well! It allows us to breakdown client projects into tasks and see how they are being
worked on and completed.
CHRIS ISBELL
MANAGER, MARTIN AND ASSOCIATES

[MangoApps has also been] a great collaborative tool to allow me to work interdepartmentally with other
users within our organization. File sharing, idea sharing and a lot of just quick access to things across
departments. It saves a lot of emails back and forth which I really like, and it just allows us to engage each
other quicker plus stay up to date with company updates as they become available.
BRANDON TIDD
PERFORMANCE MARKETING ASSOCIATE MANAGER, BRANDMUSCLE
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ABOUT ONSEMBLE

I like the ability to create pages and other cool things without having to
know how to code. The overall experience with Onsemble and
Passageways has been good!
JEN PESSTIKAS
ALEC

OnSemble is more than an
employee intranet that keeps
everyone connected – it's a digital
workplace that makes employees
feel valued. OnSemble is a modern
digital workplace that keeps your
remote teams engaged and acts as
the culture champion for your

The sky is truly the limit with this software. OnSemble gives you the tools and lets your
imagination run wild. You can create your pages however you want and create something
totally different than another institution using the same software! Their tech support will even
assist you if you run into a road block.
JON CORBETT
ZEAL CREDIT UNION

organization. With no
programming experience
necessary, get started with
OnSemble's drag and drop
interface that allows you to fully
use your imagination to design
pages that reflect your culture
without entering a single line of

It provides one place for all staff to share ideas, find commonly used links or
documents, ask for help via a help desk and so much more. There are a wide
variety of tools for various needs. Very customizable to an organization.
HEIDI NELSON
BANK OF EASTERN OREGON

code. OnSemble will transform
how your company communicates,
collaborates, and connects.

It is a great way to keep staff on the same page. To make sure everyone has access to the same
information which builds consistency. Once the page is set up, users being able to navigate and
interact is very easy to pick up on - even for those non-technical staff.
CURTIS CAMPBELL
BEACON CREDIT UNION

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT THOUGHTFARMER

ThoughtFarmer is Social Intranet

We used Coast Connect to create easy to access daily updates, Q&A forums, protocols, and
resources to stay in touch with employees and clients in a very challenging situation. The
functionality of the ThoughtFarmer platform made it easy to create content and distribute
information to staff in a timely manner.
DARRELL BURNHAM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COAST MENTAL HEALTH

Software. It combines traditional
intranet features — things like
news, structured content, search
and an employee directory — with
social software features, like blogs,
feeds, wikis and social networks.

The intranet will engage employees to connect across Outreach with peer, management, and
leadership, encouraging collaboration and knowledge sharing. These connections will provide
greater service to our learners, our communities, and each other.
BEVIN HERNANDEZ
OUTREACH MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION, PENN STATE

Our intranet, infoDavies, gives us instant access to regularly updated documents like legal precedents
without having to dig through multiple systems and thanks to the intranet search functionality, users can
find this information quickly. The ongoing engagement of real time comments on documentation has
proven to be valuable. For example, many of our lawyers within their practice group pages are posting
shout-outs/comments on specific precedents for the benefit of future users.
DONNA COBURN
DAVIES WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG

We’ve seen our employees get a lot more involved – whether they’re commenting on news posts,
creating their own pages, or simply downloading content and filling out travel, HR, finance, or
marketing forms. We really want to make Popsikel a one-stop-shop and we are making great
progress there.
TARLEY JORDAN
GLOBAL MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR, PIKSEL
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ABOUT HUB

We use the Hub every day to share content with our partners. It’s very customer friendly, easy to determine
security settings and gives us great download and usage data. The Hub not only makes it easier to share
assets with our partners, but it also helps us keep them accountable to using those assets, which was one of
our biggest challenges in the past. The interaction between the Hub and Enabler has also been a great
benefit to us and allows us to track further performance metrics.
RALPH LAUREN

Hub is a versatile intranet, secure
client portal and communication
platform used by teams,
businesses and communities of all
sizes and industries. Beautifully
branded and built specifically to
meet the needs of your business,
the Hub is intelligent intranet

One of the Hub's [greatest] strengths is that it is very easy to use, very intuitive,
so everyone around the team can pick it up quickly and start uploading their
own news, create their own team pages and make the Hub their own.
DIRECT LINE GROUP

software that's designed around
you. Empower more engaging
communications with customers,
clients and employees with a
beautifully branded intranet portal,
offering fully customisable features
built to suit the needs and
branding of your business.

One of the things that works best for us is that staff feel like it’s ‘their’ intranet.
It’s constantly evolving; a lot of the content is generated by the individual
departments. We have a small internal communications team so the ability to
provide various levels of editorial control is key.
BLUEFIN

The Hub has provided us with an excellent platform on which to build our intranet. The initial setup was
really straightforward. The team at Pancentric gave us all the support and guidance we needed to get up
and running in a really short space of time. Importantly, they also have us enough training to ensure that
we were able to be self sufficient 99% of the time. Bearing in mind we're not a team of 'techies' the system
needed to be really easy to use - and it is!
AMY SMITH
MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR, ED BROKING
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ABOUT INGENIUX

Ingeniux delivers the next
generation of web experience

It's nice to connect with our project managers and team of developers, establishing a
different type of dynamic relationship. It’s also a great opportunity to catch up with
the owner and CEO of the company. The bottom line: Great people, great ideas, great
time!
AGUS MARIA S.
WEB MARKETING MANAGER, SUNDAY RIVER

management software for
managing content, community,
and collaboration. Content
published and deployed from
Ingeniux software touches millions
of people every day.

Employees are so excited they will be able to access our product documentation on a
centralized site with a robust search and filter capability along with other features for
providing feedback, commenting, and subscribing.
ANNA O.
TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION SPECIALIST, CO-OP FINANCIAL SERVICES

Ingeniux is easy to use and exceeded all of our requirements. It is a
stable platform and easy to customize. The support team is very
responsive if there is ever an issue.
CARLOS F.
WEBSYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR, WASHINGTON STATE EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION

The best part about Ingeniux is the idea of components, pieces of content that can be reused on
pages to reduce duplication and ensure consistency across the site. User permissions can be set
up down to the page level. This is wildly useful when managing a large site with multiple
content managers.
REBECCA O.
DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL MARKETING, LASELL UNIVERSITY
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ABOUT NOODLE

Noodle's Intranet Solution has greatly improved the company's
communication and collaboration capability and agility.
JIM CREEL
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY, TACO JOHN'S

Noodle is the social intranet
software that improves
communication, enhances
collaboration, and encourages
innovation in the enterprise. It
brings microblogging, wikis,
document sharing, instant

Noodle was by far the most economical and most flexible intranet
software on the market to connect our 65 different offices across North
America.
AARON SOCCI
BOLD BREW STUDIOS

messaging and other social
business tools in a single portal.

Easy to use, low cost, high ROI, outstanding support, flexible, robust,
secure and safe. We built an interactive portal that is relied upon by our
500 staff.
STINUS ANDERSEN
HEAD OF MARKETING, MORSON GROUP

[Noodle] has given our Team a place to collaborate, share information,
disseminate news, and share files. It's future proof and can scale with
our business!
RICK LIVESEY
SPORTS PHYSIO UK
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ABOUT SPEAKAP

Speakap is a secure and private

Having our own communications channel (Real Talk) that employees can easily access, whether
they are based in Oxford or Aberdeen, is a huge bonus. Many of our staff are comfortable with
app-based technologies and like that they can connect and share real-time information via a
platform that is private and secure.
SHARON MCCUTCHEON
MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER, REAL LIFE OPTIONS

communications platform that
enables organizations of all sizes to
have a structured dialogue with
their highly-valued
frontline/customer-facing
employees in order to deliver
greater customer experience and

When I was introduced to Speakap, it made so much sense to me. It allows us to
communicate with our team and segment different groups and locations of our
organization, and lets us communicate efficiently in a very organized pattern.
JULIE DUGAS
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, BILLY'S BAKERY

drive business value. On the store
floor, in the kitchen, on the ward,
on the road, and on the production
line, Speakap is always available,
enabling communication and
collaboration from any
internet-connected device. From
the head office to the frontline

What won us over was that Speakap provides a platform, an application that allows us to work
with different sites located in different geographical locations, but within Speakap it feels like we
are all very close. Being able to unite people who are physically very separate or even have very
different roles to carry out within the same virtual environment has been super powerful.
ESTER BENACH
HEAD OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS AND CSR, GRUPO CLAROR

employee, and back again.
This tool is very user-friendly and easy to use for any type of organizational structure within a company. It
is very useful for planning events, effectively communicating with team members and the design makes it
easy to connect with administrators. It enables communication on different levels of the organization, such
as small teams, staff members, inter-sector communication, as well as interactions between different
project groups.
TIJANA S.
RITUALS
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ABOUT TWINE

Twine is an intranet for the
modern workplace. Bringing your

Because Twine are at the forefront at what they do, they know what
technical developments there are and how they can enhance the
intranet. It becomes a very beneficial relationship.
JONATHAN CORNWELL
PARTNER, BCL SOLICITORS LLP

people, content and ideas together
in one place with apps such as a
Knowledge Base, People Directory,
Form Builder, Blogs, Groups and
more. It's built on a modular basis,
so you can pick and choose the
features you need and start
building your ideal digital

There is some fantasic functionality and the Twine team are very
responsive to feature requests and development. We have lots of ideas
of how to expand the use of Twine across different parts of the
business.
BOND BRYAN

workplace.

As a global company with remote employees, Twine is great for keeping
everyone "in the know" about what is happening at our different offices.
EOS

The layout of Twine is nice and clean, makes it easy for people to find
what they are looking for, and makes for a fabulous Intranet site for
businesses.
ROSIE COPP
CFO ON-CALL
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